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1.

Introduction

Wireless networking grows rapidly because of the human
desires for mobility and for freedom from limitation, i.e.,
from physical connections to communication networks. A
particular kind of wireless network called mobile ad hoc
network is presently under development. A mobile ad hoc
network is a self organizing and rapidly deployable
network in which neither a wired backbone nor a
centralized control exists. The network nodes
communicate with one another over scarce wireless
channels in a multi-hop fashion. The ad hoc network is
adaptable to the highly dynamic topology resulted from
the mobility of network nodes and the changing
propagation conditions. These networks are used in
emergency disaster rescue operation, tactical military
communication and law enforcement. Mobile ad hoc
networks are also a good alternative in rural areas or
third world countries where basic communication
infrastructure is not well established. Wireless
networking has been an issue of security since its
creation. With earlier security approach it was simple to
steal someone’s data or connect into their LAN(Local
Area Network) using wireless medium. The proposed
solution made in past, such as encryption and with the
integration of MAC (media access control) addresses on
the access point, results in security to some extent but
they are still relatively simple to bypass these methods.
Various security threats were observed in current
wireless networks such as birthday paradox, replay
attack, impersonation, data hacking etc. These threats
were generated due to the limitation of key length bits,
re-usage of the same key bit stream, weak authentication
mechanisms, or simple security algorithms. These
limitations were focused to solve by various approaches,
like extending the key lengths, reshuffling the key-stream
frequently, by using message authentication code (MAC)
or by providing secure privacy mechanisms, but are
found to be limited.

2.
Problem Statement
The lack of infrastructure and organizational
environment of mobile ad hoc networks offer
special opportunities to attackers. The dynamic
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behaviour of ad hoc network rises various issue in
security concern to these network. To provide a
security measure to ad hoc network, IEEE 802.11
were defined. The IEEE 802.11 standard specifies
Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) a wired LAN
equivalent data confidentiality algorithm, to protect
authorized users for security purposes. The WEP
protocol employs the well known and believed
secure RC4 stream cipher, a symmetrical
cryptographic algorithm, with either a 40-bit or a
128- bit. In a symmetric key cryptographic
algorithm, the same key is used in the encryption
process as well as the decryption process. Due to
this implementation of the RC4 cipher in the WEP
protocol, many security flaws were discovered
based on known drawbacks of the RC4 cipher.
Many WEP-based wireless networking adapters
have already been shipped and deployed. TGi has
proposed the Temporal Key Integrity Protocol
(TKIP), a collection of algorithms wrapping WEP,
to improve security for already-deployed 802.11
devices operating in infrastructure mode (involving
access points). This solution uses an authentication
server: it cannot apply in ad-hoc networks which
are decentralized environments. By definition, a
mobile ad hoc network does not rely on any fixed
infrastructure; instead, all networking functions
(e.g. routing, mobility management, etc) are
performed by the nodes themselves in a selforganizing manner. For this reason, securing mobile
ad hoc networks is challenging and in some
applications this requires modifications with respect
to the traditional security solutions for wire line
networks. In contrast with conventional networks,
mobile ad hoc networks usually do not provide online access to trusted authorities or to centralize
servers and they exhibit frequent partitioning due to
link and node failures and to node mobility. For
these reasons, traditional security solutions that
require on-line trusted authorities or certificate
repositories are not well suited for securing ad hoc
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networks. Misbehaviour means deviation from
normal routing and forwarding behaviour. Without
appropriate countermeasures, the effects of
misbehaviour dramatically decrease network
performance. Depending on the proportion of
misbehaving nodes and their specific strategies,
network throughput can be severely degraded,
packet loss increases, nodes can be denied service,
and the network can be partitioned. These
detrimental effects of misbehaviour can endanger
the functioning of the entire network.
To evaluate these resources as a whole rather than
reporting each one separately. Thirdly, it is easy to
describe outside attackers’ threat, but few
suggestions have been described to prevent inside
malicious attackers from attacking networks.
Finally in [6] a new type of attack graph model to
detect an intrusion is proposed called as MP
(Multiple-prerequisite) graph model. Multipleprerequisite graph (MP graph) is a type of graph
model that has been developed to help defending
large scale enterprise network. In this model two
stochastic models are mentioned for quantitative
security evaluation. In Multi hop networks, such as
the Internet and the Mobile Ad-hoc Networks,
secure routing is one of the most important issues
that have a significant impact on the network’s
performance. An ideal secure routing algorithm
should strive to find an optimum path for packet
transmission within a specified time so as to satisfy
the Quality of Service (QoS).
3.
Objective
We propose two security enhancements to WEP
algorithm to provide better data confidentiality and
authentication. A self-monitored key management
with trustworthiness that allows users to generate
their key pairs, issue certificates, and perform
authentication regardless of the network partitions
and without any centralized services. A self
organizing key management system that allows
users to create, store, distribute and revoke their
keys without the help of any trusted authority or
fixed server is developed. Models are constructed
based on the use of Markov Decision Process to
model the attacker’s behaviours. But the problem
associated with this model, it is able to evaluate the
network security under static conditions only. i.e.
there is no any information about the varying
conditions of network structure and network
content.
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To address this problem a new graph model
considering the volatile parameters was developed.
A Generic Algorithm (GA) based approach is
proposed for solving the SP secure routing problem
was proposed. Variable-length chromosomes have
been employed. Their elements represent nodes
included in a path between a designated pair of
source
and
destination
nodes.
The
crossover exchanges partial chromosomes (partialroutes) and the mutation introduces new partial
chromosomes (partial-routes). Lack of positional
dependency in respect of crossing sites helps
maintain diversity of the population.
4.
Methodology
4.1. WEP Coding
The WEP protocol employs the well known and
believed secure RC4 stream cipher, a symmetrical
cryptographic algorithm, with either a 40-bit or a
128- bit. In a symmetric key cryptographic
algorithm, the same key is used in the encryption
process as well as the decryption process. Due to
this implementation of the RC4 cipher in the WEP
protocol, many security flaws were discovered
based on known drawbacks of the RC4 cipher thus,
allowing eavesdropping and tampering with the
wireless transmission.
Network access control can be implemented using a
Service Set Identifier (SSID) associated with an
access point (AP) or a group of APs. To access the
WLAN, client station must be configured with the
correct SSID. Without knowledge of the AP’s
SSID, a mobile station cannot associate with it. This
could be a simple way of securing an AP by not
revealing the SSID to unauthorized stations.
However, this minimal security is compromised if
the AP is configured to broadcast its SSID, which
might be a requirement where it is cumbersome or
restrictive to configure the client station accessing
the AP. When this broadcast feature is enabled, any
station is allowed to scan the SSID and access the
AP. In addition, since users typically have access to
the configuration of client stations with the
appropriate SSIDs, they are widely known and
easily shared. Wireless transmissions have been
known to be susceptible to interception more than
the wired equivalent, thus, in an attempt to
minimize this risk of security breach, the IEEE
802.11 standard specifies WEP for encryption and
authentication. The WEP provides encrypted
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communication using an encryption key between
the client station and AP.
All client stations and APs on a network use the
same key to encrypt and decrypt data. The key
resides on both the client station and the AP. Taking
into cognizance this vulnerability, we propose two
security enhancements to WEP algorithm to provide
better data confidentiality and authentication. In
some cases, shared key authentication is weakened
by implementations that use poor WEP keys. For
example, some implementations use the WLAN
product’s default WEP key or set a trivial key, such
as all zeroes or all ones. The key should be
randomly generated15 so that it is not easily
decipherable. This will delay attackers that capture
network traffic and perform dictionary attacks
against it, hoping to find the key that decrypts the
traffic successfully. WEP keys should be changed
frequently to reduce the likelihood and impact of
any key compromises.
The proposed enhancements attempt to rectify the
limitation generated amongst others. We propose to
enhance the WEP with Keyed Message
Authentication Code and Enhanced Authentication
(WEPKMAC- EA) for data confidentiality, and to
enhance the WEP with Private KEY and
Session/Day keys (WEP-PKEYSDK) for improved
authentication process. The proposed WEP-KMACEA adopts two enhancements of the WEP: Keyed
Message Authentication Code and Enhanced
Authentication.
4.1.1 Observations
The fraction of nodes that are part of virtual
forwarding backbone (i.e. encrypted node and
link nodes) as node density increases. It can be
observed that as node density increases, fraction of
forwarding nodes goes on decreasing. Thus more
number of nodes are member nodes, which are in
power efficient sleep state most of time.

Figure 1: Fraction of nodes
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Figure 2: Average computation for CBR

4.1.2 Computation Time Performance
Figure 2 shows average delay as the number of
sleep cycles in a beacon periods are increased. As
can be seen, delay goes on decreasing as
number of sleep cycles per beacon period is
increased. This is because, to deliver packet at the
last hop, encrypted node has to wait for less
amount of time, if number of sleep cycle per
beacon period is more. It can also be seen that
with load distribution delay has been reduced.
For more number of sleep cycle per beacon
period, average delay drops.
4.1.3. Overhead Per Node
Figure 3 shows the comparison of overhead of
topology management scheme and routing as the
number of nodes increase. Number of overhead
messages per node per second decrease as number
of nodes increase. Also it can been seen that
overhead messages per node per second with.

Figure 3: Overhead messages per node per second

Figure 4: average power consumption as node
density Increases
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4.1.4 Power Consumption
Figure 4 shows the average power consumption, as
node density increases. It can be noticed that as
node density increases, average power consumption
per node is much less in Topology Management
scheme, as compared to flat Topology network. For
more node density, there are less number of
encrypted node and link nodes, which are awake all
the time and large number of member nodes are in
power efficient mode, most of the time.
4.1.5 Node Lifetime
Figure 5 shows fraction of nodes remaining in the
network as a function of simulation time. If the
energy of a node falls below 50 J, the node is
marked
as
dead. Figure 5 shows
that
Topology. Management scheme me increases the
life time of node more than factor of two.

Figure 5: node life time
4.2. Improved WEP Coding
The IEEE 802.11 standard defined Wired
Equivalent Privacy (WEP) as a first line of defence
for wireless networks. WEP, as defined by the
802.11 standard is intended to provide the level of
data confidentiality that is equivalent to a wired
network. WEP provides authentication, to protect
against unauthorized access to the network through
the open system. It also provide shared key
authentication, and encryption services to defeat
eavesdroppers who may try to decrypt the captured
information’s. The encryption used in implementing
this protocol is the RC4 symmetrical stream cipher
with either a 40-bit or 104-bit encryption key.
4.2.1 Authentication Process
WEP security involves two parts, Authentication
and Encryption. Authentication in WEP involves
authenticating a device when it first joins the LAN.
The authentication process in the wireless networks
using WEP is to prevent devices/stations joining the
network unless they know the WEP key.
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Figure 6. WEP Authentication process
In WEP-based authentication, wireless device sends
authentication request to the wireless access point,
then wireless access point sends 128 bit random
challenge in a clear text to the requesting client. The
wireless device uses the shared secret key to sign
the challenge and sends it to the wireless access
point. Wireless access point decrypts the signed
message using the shared secret key and verifies the
challenge that it has sent before. If the challenge
matches, then authentication succeeds else
discarded.
Unfortunately, in WEP, no secret key is exchanged
after authentication. The same secret key or shared
key is used for both authentication and encryption.
So there is no way to tell whether the subsequent
messages come from the trusted device or from an
impostor. This kind of authentication is prone to
man in the middle attack and hence not provide the
best authentication process.
In the Wi-Fi
specification, authentication was completely
dropped, despite being in the IEEE 802.11 standard.
4.2.2 Working of RC4 Algorithm
RC4 is a stream cipher designed in 1987 by Ron
Rivest for RSA Security Donggang Liu et.al. [11].
It is a variable key-size stream cipher with byte
oriented operations. The algorithm is based on the
use of a random permutation. A variable-length key
K, of size 1 to 256 bytes is used to initialize a 256byte state vector S, with elements S0, S1 to S255. At
all times, S contains a permutation of all 8-bit
numbers from 0 to 255. Initially, the entries of S are
set to the values 0 to 255 in ascending order. A
temporary vector T, is also created. For a key of
length ‘keylen’ bytes, the first ‘keylen’ elements of
T, are copied from K, and then K is repeated as
many times as necessary to fill out T. Next, we use
T to produce the initial permutation of S. Once S is
initialized, the input key is no longer used. The next
step (stream generation) is to generate the key used
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for encryption. It involves starting with S0 and
going through to S255, and, for each Si, swapping Si
with another byte in S according to a scheme
dictated by the current configuration of S. After S255
is reached, the process continues, starting over
again at S0. For encryption, the obtained key is
XORed with the next byte of plaintext. For
decryption, the obtained key is XORed with the
next byte of cipher text.
4.2.3 WEP Encryption Process and Frame
Every data frame sends from a source in a WEP
protected network is encrypted integrity protected.
Non-data
frames,
like
beacon
frames,
acknowledgment frames and same frames are not
protected by WEP at all. When a station sends a
packet, the following steps are executed.
1) The station picks a 24 bit value called
initialization vector IV. The IEEE 802.11 standard
does not specify how to choose this value. Beside
some minor modifications, most vendors
implemented one of the following two methods:
a) The IV is chosen by a pseudo random number
generator (PRNG) independently from all other
packets sent by this station.
b) The station always remembers the last IV used.
When a new IV needs to be chosen, the station
interprets the last IV used as a number and adds 1 to
this number. When the highest possible number is
reached, the station starts again with 0. On startup
the IV counter either takes a fixed value or a
random number is assigned to it.
2) The IV is attached to the root key and form the
per packet key K = IV||Rk.
3) A CRC32 checksum of the payload is produced
and appended to the payload. This checksum is
called Integrity Check Value (ICV).
4) The per packet key K is fed into the RC4 stream
cipher to produce a key stream X of the length of
the payload with checksum.
5) The plaintext with the checksum is XORed with
the key stream and form the cipher text of the
packet.
6) The cipher text, the initialization vector IV and
some additional header fields are used to build a
packet, which is now sent to the receiver.
The packet being sent contains the following header
fields:
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Frame control: It contains general information
about the frame such as, the data, management, or
control frame and the transmission information such
as extra packets to send, etc.
Duration ID: It contains the expected duration of
transmission.
Address 1,2,3: It contains the following addresses.
The address of the access point (AP) the packet is
sent from/to, the address of the destination station
and the address of the source station. In a special
mode called WDS, where two APs communicate
directly with each other, there is a fourth address,
the address of the second AP.
Sequence control: It contains information about
fragmentation. The IEEE 802.11 protocol is able to
fragment packets before they are transmitted.
WEP parameters: Contains the IV which was used
to encrypt this packet, and a key index. When more
than one key is used in a network, the key index is
used to identify the correct key.
Payload and ICV: It is the encrypted payload of the
packet including a CRC32 checksum at the end of
the payload called as the Integrity protection value
(ICV). This ICV with the Payload are encrypted to
formulate the transmitting bit. The WEP frame
format is as illustrated below,

Figure 7 WEP Frame Format
4.2.4 WEP Vulnerability
Several serious security flaws were discovered in
the WEP by Donggang Liu et.al.[16] owing to
which, the WEP failed to achieve its security goals.
Some of its vulnerabilities are listed below:
1. The RC4 algorithm itself has a subtle weakness
Garcia et.al. [12] that can be exploited to crack
keys.
2. The presence of relatively short IVs and keys
that remain static by Kempf. J [14].
If an individual collects enough frames based on the
same IV, he can determine the shared values
among them, i.e., the key stream or the shared
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secret key. Once the shared secrete key is
accessed decrypting any of the 802.11 frames
can easily be carried out.
3. The 802.11 does not support the exchange of
keys among stations nor does it provide any
automatic way of changing keys. It depends on
external key management for distribution.
4. The implementation has so far been based on
64-bit with 24-bit initialization vector resulting
in only a 40-bit encryption, which is quite low.
Improving the static nature of the IV and
providing a stronger encryption at a higher
layer could solve a major part of the WEP
vulnerability. A stronger encryption could
prevent brute force attacks and result in larger
overheads during cryptanalysis.
Various types of attacks are observed in the WEP
coding. The attacks observed and the procedure to
selecting IV is presented below.
A) Types of Attacks in WEP
1) The FMS attack
The FMS attack was the first key recovery attack
against RC4 in WEP-like operating modes and was
published by Fluhrer, Mantin, and Shamir in 2001.
The FMS attack can be summarized as;
An attacker, who has access to an oracle OWEP
CTR (3;13;1), can recover the internal key of the
oracle with a success probability of 50% with about
9,000,000 test iterations to the oracle dataset at a
negligible computational effort.
2) The KoreK key recovery attack
This implementation uses 17 different attacks,
which are able to determine key K[m], if K[0] to
K[m-1] and the first two words of output X[0] and
X[1] are known.
3) Mantin's second round attack
It was the first key recovery attack on RC4, which
was called as ‘Jenkins' correlation’ which is also
called as Glimpse property or RC4 Glimpse.

An attacker who has access to an Oracle
OSKIPWEP (OWEP(liv; 16; 1); 256) can recover the
secret key of Oracle OWEP with a probability of 80%
by sending about 225 ≈ 3.3x107 queries to OSKIPWEP
and by testing up to 248 ≈ 2.8x1014 different keys for
correctness, even if he has not got direct access to
OWEP . Different tradeoffs for CPU-time and
number of queries are possible. Length of IV must
be large enough to generate 225 different IVs. The
complexity decreases for shorter root keys.
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The proposed approach aims to regulate WEP flows
without changing the hardware while keeping a
good interoperability with existing WEP.
In this work a scheme similar to WEP is proposed.
The difference is that in iWEP [4] we encrypt both
of the message T and IV with RC4. Encrypting IV
aims to hide it from eavesdropping. As can be
visualized, iWEP sender encrypts Ti concatenated to
IVi+1 using IVi. Thus, it’s sufficient to the receiver
to know the initial IV – IV-1 to decrypt the first
frame which contains IV2 used to decrypt the
second frame and so on.
To start the encryption process, the two nodes agree
on some initial IV, this step is detailed in section B.
After this, the sender S generates randomly a new
IV. Let IV2 be the generated IV, and IV1 the initial
IV. S uses his own key k and IV1 to generate a key
stream KS using RC4. S concatenates CRC to M1
which gives T1 = (M1,CRC), then this T1 is
concatenated with IV2 to generate cipher data.
Ciphering principle in iWEP then XORed with KS1.
S sends the XORed message to the receiver R.
Knowing IV1, R decrypts the message, verifies
CRC, and then stores IV2. IV2 will be used to
decrypt the next frame sent by S. As a matter of
fact, every frame contains the initialization vector
used to encrypt the next one. So, the frame i
encrypted using IVi contains IVi+1, which will be
used to encrypt and decrypt frame i + 1.
Initialization Vectors are all, except the first one,
generated randomly by the sender. This makes no
correlation between IV’s, and therefore enhances
resistance to brute force attacks.
4.2.5 Procedure for selecting Initial Vector IV
The process shown above requires that S and R
agree on the initial IV. This can be done by
different ways. Two methods were suggested which
are secure resulting with lower overhead. The first
method is to assume on IV1 using Diffie-Hellman
(DH) algorithm by Scott R. Fluhrer et.al. [14]. This
algorithm allows two entities to establish a secret (a
key for example), based upon messages exchanged
publicly. It will be sufficient to take as IV1 the first
24 bits of the key agreed on using DH. The second
method is to use a hash algorithm by Hani Ragab
Hassan et.al.[15] to compute IV. A hash algorithm
is a one-way function that allows compressing bit
stream BS into a digest D of a given length. The
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4.2.6 Observations
To evaluate the performance of the proposed
approach, the processing time and throughput of r
the developed approach is carried out. It is observed
that the proposed improved WEP approach takes a
higher computation process in encryption. In the
case of proposed improved WEP coding, the IV
selection and key generation is accountable in
encryption process, hence a increase of processing
time is observed. However this time variation of
about 0.02 sec is considerably low when compared
to the robustness of the improved WeP logic.
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Figure 9. iWEP and WEP compared when
decrypting data
In the similar process the time to decryption is
observed to be higher than the conventional coding.
this is due to the IV recovery process. But as stated
this higher time interval is negligible when comes
to security concern. In case of increase in data size,
the time taken to decrypt is increased. The
processing time of the two method observed in
illustrate in below figure.
The throughput analysis of the proposed approach is
evaluated. This is computed as a ratio of number of
data packet been generated over number of packet
received at the destination. The throughput is
computed for the communication time period,
considering the communication period. In case of
system throughput, the delay factors due to
encryption and decryption has no link effect. With
the increase in packet size, the throughput for the
proposed approach is observed to be higher than the
conventional WEP approach.
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Figure.10.Throughput of iWEP and WEP for
variable data length computational.
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principle is to compute D on each side by hashing
common secret information, such as k. Thus, S and
R compute separately the digest of key (k), and take
the first 24 bits as IV1. SHA-1 which is a secured
well-known hash algorithm can be used to this end.
A) Translating from WEP to iWEP [4]
The translation is carried out in two steps:
I) Extraction of IV: It consists of separating IV’s
from their messages. IV’s are already clear.
II) Re-association of IVs: In this step, a given IV,
IVi is used to encrypt the concatenation of Ti and
IVi+1.
B) Translating from iWEP to WEP
In this case, the translator typically uses the
previous IV, IVi to decrypt current iWEP frame (i).
I) Extraction of IV : using IVi for decryption, the
clear text contains the message Ti, and IVi+1 which
will be extracted and will be used for further
decryption.
II) Re-association of IVs: IVi is used to encrypt Ti
and IVi. IVi+1 is used for decryption of next frame.
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Figure 8. Encryption Process of WEP and iWEP
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4.3
Self Monitoring Approach
The main problem of any key based security system
is to make each user’s key available to others in
such a way that its authenticity is verifiable. In
mobile ad hoc networks, this problem becomes
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even more difficult to solve because of the absence
of centralized services and possible network
partitions. More precisely, two users willing to
authenticate each other are likely to have access
only to a subset of nodes of the network (possibly
those in their geographic neighborhood). The bestknown approach to the key management problem is
based on key certificates.
The self-organizing concept includes two stages
1) Key Distribution /Initialization
2) Authentication
In an ad hoc network, in order for the nodes to
communicate, it is essential that each node have the
information about the rest of the nodes in the
network. In particular, the keys of the nodes that are
in its communication range are the most important
parameter.
In self-organization method, key distribution is the
initial phase, executed in three steps as follows:
Step-1: Creation of Key Pairs: Users locally create
their own private key and corresponding key.
Step-2: Key distribution: Depending up on the
communication range of the nodes, they find out
their nearest neighbors or the nodes that can be
reached in one-hop. Once the nodes generate their
keys, key distribution takes place. During broadcast
period, each user broadcasts its key to all its nearest
neighbors or one-hop neighbors. This is a
synchronous process i.e. every node does this
simultaneously. Now all the users in the network
are aware of the keys of their neighbors.
Step-3: Every node receives a set of keys from all
its neighbors. A node up on receiving a key from a
particular neighbor, issues a certificate comprising
the sending node id, key along with its own key.
This indicates that the node believes in the sender’s
identity. That is each node acknowledge back to the
sender node with the certificate for the received
node key. All the nodes in the network do this
simultaneously.
4.3.1 Authentication
Each node collects the certificates from all its onehop neighbours. The Exchanged certificates are
saved in the form of a repository table at each node.
Consider node n issued a certificate to node m. The
certificate includes node m’s id and key Pm along
with node n’s id and key Pn. The exchanged
certificate gives the authentication of the key
received (Pm) by presenting the key of node-m
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which it received, with it’ s own key (Pn). The
authentication of the key is done by the node m by
checking the second field of the certificate i.e. it’s
own key(Pm)as received by node-n. That means
that node m believes that node n has its valid key
and communication can be carried out. The
following figure 11 shows the formation of
repository tables by the nodes in the network

Fig 11: Formation of repository tables
Construction of Updated Certificate Repositories:
These neighbors may be same as those, which the
node encountered, in the previous beacon period or
the node may encounter some new nodes When a
node starts receiving the new certificates, it checks
whether its back up repository table contains the
similar certificate or not. If it already has similar
certificate in its back up non-updated repository
table, the newly received certificate is ignored. Like
this every new certificate is verified. Scenario when
one new node is added to the network after a
beacon period is shown in the following figure.
Users can revoke any issued certificate to other
users in the instance of distrust in the key binding.
Similarly users can also revoke their own certificate
if they believe that their private key has been
compromised. This key mechanism depend on the
reliability of the network parameter and it’s
trustworthiness.
5.
Robustness
Trustiness in Mobile ad hoc networks is a important
consideration as the nodes rely on the cooperation
of all the participating nodes. The more nodes
cooperate to transfer traffic, the more powerful a
MANET gets. But supporting a MANET is a costintensive activity for a mobile node. Detecting
routes and forwarding packets consumes local CPU
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time, memory, network-bandwidth, and most
important the energy. Therefore there is a strong
motivation for a node to deny packet forwarding to
others, while at the same time using their services to
deliver own data. To provide a trustworthiness to
the key mechanism in the work we present a
management scheme with key distribution as
presented above. The tasks management scheme
carries out are, to gather information to classify
first-hand experience, to exchange this information
and to consider the second-hand information thus
received, to update the belief about the behaviour of
others, which is called the reputation rating, taking
into account both first and second-hand
information, to classify other nodes based on the
reputation rating, and to adapt one’s own behaviour
according to that classification. The management
scheme consists of several components that fulfil
these tasks. The architecture of the protocol is as
shown in following figure.
The components of the protocols are:

Monitor, Reputation System

Path Manager, Trust Manager

Figure 12: management scheme Architecture within
each Node
As shown in Figure 13, the Monitor, the Reputation
System, the Path Manager, and the Trust Manager
are the components that are present in every node
and they are described in detail subsequently.
6.
The Path Manager
Once a node i classifies another node j as
misbehaving, i isolates j from communications by
not using j for routing and forwarding and by not
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allowing j to use i. This isolation has three
purposes. The first is to reduce the effect of
misbehaviour by depriving the misbehaving node of
the opportunity to participate in the network. The
second purpose is to serve as an incentive to behave
well in order not to be denied service. Finally, the
third purpose is to obtain better service by not using
misbehaving nodes on the path.
6 .1 Observations
The proposed self-monitored key management
scheme is implemented on an ad hoc network. The
network is created with randomly distributed nodes.
Network is considered with the following
properties:

Fig 13: Simulated network with the stated
specifications
Several ad hoc networks are tested for various cases
of network load. Even variable number of nodes is
taken into account. Performance of both threshold
based cryptography and self monitored approach
are tested. The three analysis factors mentioned in
the previous section are evaluated in both the cases.
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Case 1: With No Add-on nodes ,Source node:18
Destination
node:12,
Route
taken
for
communication from source to destination: 18 
4 6  17 12
1) Fig 14 shows a dynamic ad hoc network with 20
nodes and 8 misbehaving nodes distributed
randomly.
2) The fig 15 shows the performance of DSR with
trust route protocol for the above randomly
distributed network We have chosen 7 as source
node and 15 as destination node. Misbehaving
nodes are indicated by round circles .The black
dotted line shows the optimum path that has been
selected to reach the destination. The fig clearly
shows that trust route protocol is able to cope with
misbehaviour in mobile ad hoc networks thus
making network function for normal nodes when
other nodes don’t route and forward correctly. The
protocol is integrated with modified Bayesian
approach to decide whether node is misbehaving or
not

Fig 14 DSR with trust route performance for the
randomly

Figure 15: Average path rejections wrt.
Misbehaving nodes
The average rejected paths increases if percentage
of malicious nodes increases but with the use of
RMP average paths rejected remains constant even
if the percentage ;of malicious nodes increases to
40%.
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Figure 16. Total Hops under communication w.r.t
Percentage of misbehavior plot

.

Figure 17:Transmission Delay versus %
Misbehaviour plot
The number of rejected path from the source to
destination increases as percentage of misbehaving
nodes increases hence the number of hop counts
required for communication also increases. The
total hop counts for communication remains
constant with the use of RMP (Route Management
protocol) even if percentage of malicious nodes
increases to 60%.
The packet transmission delay increases with the
increase in percentage of malicious nodes but with
use of RMP (Route Management Protocol) the
transmission delay remains constant even if the
percentage of malicious nodes increases to 60%

6.2 MP(Multiple-Prerequisite) Graph
In this section, some basic ideas of MP[6] graph are
outlined. To begin with, some basic information of
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MP graph is listed for quick reference. More
Detailed information about MP graphs can be found
in Ingols and Lippmann [7]. The network model of
a MP graph consists of multiple static hosts, each of
which possesses one or more interfaces with
listening addresses. Zero or more open ports accept
connections from other hosts. A port may have zero
or more vulnerability instances exploitable by an
attacker. Four types of privileges on a host is
designed in the model: “root”, “user”, “dos” and
“other”, where “dos” means a privilege of denial-of
service and “other” privilege indicates a
confidentiality and/or integrity loss. MP graphs
have the ability to model “credentials”, which
stands for any information used as access control,
such as a password or a private key.
The MP graph has meaningless edges and three
node types, which are state nodes, prerequisite
nodes and vulnerability instance nodes. State nodes
represent an attacker’s privilege on a certain host.
Outgoing edges from state nodes point to the
prerequisites that an attacker can obtain in that state.
Prerequisite nodes represent either a reach ability
group or a credential. Outgoing edges from
prerequisite nodes point to the vulnerability
instances that need the prerequisite for successful
exploitation. Vulnerability instance nodes represent
a particular vulnerability on a specific port.

Fig.18. A sample MP graph
Outgoing edges from vulnerability instance nodes
point to the state that the attacker can reach by
exploiting the vulnerability. Exploring these three
node types in turn results an attack path in the
attack graph: a state provides prerequisites, which
allow exploitation of vulnerability instances, which
provide more states to the attacker. An example of a
MP graph is showed in figure 20. Circles represent
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state nodes, rectangles represent prerequisite nodes,
and triangles represent vulnerability instance nodes.
However, both qualitative and quantitative analyses
of MP graph are very limited. The current work
presented by [7] simply offers recommendations by
repeatedly constructing MP graph with the absence
of volatility. It is only based on the number of hosts
that denied the attacker.
6.2.1 Security Evaluation
To evaluate network security measures using MP
graph, quantitative models have to be established
first. Naturally, the MP graph represents all the
attack paths that an attacker takes to compromise
his final target. However, the paths are not showed
directly. A depth first- search (DFS) traverse must
be performed in order to generate all potential
attack paths. The attacker’s behaviour can be
simulated by exploring MP graph with different
types of probability attributes. So that there is a
probability to formulate different types of stochastic
model. The choice of a vulnerability instance (i.e.
selecting the instance at which there is a more
probability to attack) is not a purely random
process. Attackers’ Choices of attacking approaches
are often based on various mental factors, such as
curiosity, reputation or revenge [8]. Other factors
may also influence the selection. For example, the
awareness of IDS deployment in certain paths will
definitely affect the vulnerability instance choice.
Also, we cannot predict the choice of vulnerability
instances based on history, although it is true that
some vulnerabilities are exploited more often than
the others in realistic. Moreover, in certain network
scenario, the choice sometimes depends on how the
attacker value the target hosts besides the
vulnerabilities themselves. Mental factors of the
attacker cannot be ignored in stochastic models.
Therefore, in this work, we assume that the intruder
will choose the vulnerability instance in order to
maximize his probability of succeeding [11].In that
case, the exploring of MP graph can be modelled as
a Markov decision process (MDP), which provides
an optimal attack route satisfying this assumption.
So that the basic MP graph model used MDP model
based on the nearest path to evaluate network
security properties. The nearest stochastic model
used to evaluate the network security based on
MDP is discussed in next section.
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7.
Stochastic Nearest Path Model
The stochastic nearest path model is an application
of Markov decision process [13]. In this section, we
will briefly describe the nearest path model by
considering the cost function. Consider a discretetime dynamic system under discussion has n states
denoted 1, 2…n. For every state i, there is a set of
control U(i). If the state is i and control u is chosen
at some time, the corresponding cost is ci(u); the
system then moves to state j with a given
probability pij(u). Here we model the cost of a
transition from state i to state j through action u as a
scalar aij(u).The cost function ci(u) can be viewed as
an expected cost at each state, given by the
following equation
c (u) = ∑ p (u)a (u)

Now we consider a set of functions:
M={μ|μ(i) ∈ U(i), i = 1,2, … . . n}.we define that a
policy is a sequence{μ , μ , … . } whereμ ∈ M . If
all μtis the same, we call it a stationary policy. In
addition, we define only one state “1” in our model.
This state “1” defines the success of the attacker. If
a stationary policy eventually leads us to the state
“1”, it is called proper, and otherwise it is improper.
Now consider the conversion from our scenario to
the Markov decision process.
First we make every state node in the MP graph one
state in the MDP. Then vulnerability instance nodes
which can be reached from the prerequisite nodes
that follows the state node i constitute the set U(i).
Since the number of vulnerability instance nodes is
finite, U(i) is finite for every i∈1~n. Since every
vulnerability has a probability to be successfully
exploited, we denote this probability as pij(u), which
indicates at state i, if the vulnerability instance u is
chosen, the possibility that the attacker will
successfully move to the target state j is pij(u).
As implicitly required by a Markov decision
process [13], it should hold:
∑ p (u) = 1, i = 1 … . n
From the above, each control from every state in the
system should add a transition to the state that
represents the starting state node. The
corresponding probability is 1-pij(u). Explanation is
simple: if the attacker fails in one exploitation
attempt he will go back to the starting state and start
all over again. The complete illustration about the
proposed approach can be summarized as following
algorithm.
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Algorithm: Stochastic nearest path model
(1)
Define
the
primary
policies
{μ , μ , μ … … ….} Let k=0.
(2)
Calculate cost vector x(μ , ) for μ , .

If the obtained cost vector value is not proper value
then,
(3)
Get the new policies {μ , μ , … … ….}
by satisfying μ , (i) = c (u) + ∑ p (u)x (u )
for i=1,2, 3….n
(4)
Calculate again the cost vectors and finally
select an optimal attack path having less cost.
The algorithm above mentioned gives the complete
illustration about the network security evaluation in
the view of cost. But the major drawback with this
MP graph is it does not specify any dynamic
conditions of the network i.e. various volatile
conditions of network, various structures of network
and nobilities of network nodes. The method above
mentioned didn’t specify any network security
evaluation parameters in the regard of dynamicity.
Thus, to overcome this issue a novel graph model
which also considers the varying conditions of the
network are illustrated in next section.
8.
Dynamic Stochastic Modelling
The MP attack graph proposed in above section is
failed to evaluate the network security under the
varying conditions. This section gives the complete
illustration about the varying cost factors under
various time conditions.
Network Model
In this graph model, we consider n nodes having n
states, and k intermediate movable [8] nodes having
the dynamicityγ . Nodes are first grouped into k +1
clusters (p0, p1, p2….pk). Nodes in P0 can
communicate with the other nodes using multi hop
transmissions without movable node. For any other
cluster Pi (0 < i ≤ k), a movable node is assigned,
and this node can travel between two specified
locations, i.e., a “rendezvous point” (RP) that is
inside Pi and a “dump point” (DP) that is one hop
away from the destination node. To communicate
nodes in Pi, nodes first send their data to “cache
nodes”, which are nodes within one hop to the RP.
The cache nodes can send data to the movable node
when it stops at the RP. Finally, the movable node
can deliver data to the destination node when it
stops at the DP. In this work the dynamicity factor
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p (u)γ a (u)

If the time period for travelling state is considered
as T the cost function described in equation (3) can
be modified as
c (u) =

∑

p (u)γ a (u)

B. Halt state: When the movable node arrives at an
RP, it may wait until the cache nodes
acknowledgment. The duration of this phase is Tw.
The cost factor during the Halt state can be written
as follows.
c (u) =

∑

p (u)γ a (u)

The cost of each transition can be modeled
differently based on the specific requirements.
Since the concept of “cost” in the stochastic nearest
path model cannot be a variable one. The “cost” in
our model can be both beneficial and adverse to the
attacker. As the problem is determining the
“nearest” path, is beneficial to the attacker. But this
cost factor is a varying one due to extra added
factor called dynamicity. Because of this varying
nature the attacker is not able to attack in the fixed
manner. There is a probability to get the attack on
some other node even if it is aimed on a particular
node.
9.1. Simulation Results
The results had drawn below gives the illustration
about the performance evaluation of the proposed
method under consideration of computation time
versus number of hosts. It also gives the analysis
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600
static network
movable network
500

Computation time(sec)

c (u) = ∑

about the Cost versus time taken for travelling state
at various dynamicity factors.
To evaluate the performance of proposed approach,
we have taken the 40(n=40) sensor nodes deployed
in a unit circle area, the radius of which is 600.The
transmission range is r∗. Since the radius of the unit
circle is 1/√π units, we have r = r∗/600√π units. To
guarantee the connectivity of the network, we can
choose r∗ such that the expected number of
neighbours for each node is at least 10 [16]. For the
mobility of mobile nodes, we let T = 1200s, and we
let the travelling speed from 0.01 to 2.5 m/s. The
following figure.21 and figure.22 gives the
complete illustration about the performance of the
proposed approach regarding the computation time
to compute the all possible attack paths versus
dynamicity.
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Fig.19. performance of network in terms of
computation time at a dynamicity factor γ = .01
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γ is going to play a vital role. It is going to vary
with network structure, network conditions and with
number of movable nodes.
To simplify the analysis of the network security
evaluation based on movable node, we consider that
a movable node travels between the RP and the DP
with a constant period T. Consequently, we can
define two states of a movable node within each
period T.
A. Mobile state: In this state, the movable node is
Mobile between RP and the DP. The duration of
this state depends on the average mobile speed of a
node and the distance between the RP and the DP.
For every state i, there is a set of control U(i). Here
we model the cost of a transition from state i to state
j through action u as a scalar aij(u). By considering
this, the cost factor is going to vary as follows.
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Fig.20. performance of network in terms of
computation time at a dynamicity factor γ = .1

The above plot in figure 21 shows that scaling is
linear, as expected and handles a network with over
100 nodes under 10 minutes at a dynamicity
factorγ = .01.
The proposed graph model includes computing all
sources and all targets graph up to 100 nodes within
10 minutes.
The above plot in figure: 22 shows that scaling is
linear, as expected and handles a network with over
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100 nodes under 8 minutes 20 seconds only at a
dynamicity factor γ = .1 . From the above
illustrations it is clear that as the dynamicity
increases the computation time is getting reduced
for a given topology. The proposed graph model
includes computing all sources and all targets graph
up to 100 nodes within 8 minutes 20 seconds. In
this stochastic model the cost factor and the time
taken for a node to travel between RP and DP in the
mobile state (Ts) and the time taken in the halt state
(Tw) are in the relation of inverse and direct
proportions respectively. It also varies with the
dynamicity. The graphs shown below gives the
complete illustration about the cost versus time (Ts
as well as Tw), for various dynamicity factor
valuesγ.

increment in the dynamicity of the network the cost
is decreased in a high speed manner.
The above graph in figure 24 illustrates graph of
cost versus the time taken by a node in the halt
state. It is already known that the node travelling
between the RP and DP waits for the
acknowledgement from the cache nodes. With
increment in the dynamicity the time to wait for
acknowledgement
also
increases
indirectly
increases the cost factor. It also denotes that the
increment cost factor is high for higher dynamicity.
From the above observations we can conclude that
the performance evaluation of the proposed attack
graph model is able construct an attack graph with
in less amount of time for any network, under any
network conditions.
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Fig.21.Cost versus time taken for travelling state at
dynamicity factor γ = .1andγ = .01.
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Fig.22.Cost versus time taken in the halt state
at dynamicity factor γ = .1and γ = .01.

The above figure 23 illustrates the dependency of
the cost with the time taken by a node to travel
between two states under various dynamicity
factors. According to the (4) the cost factor is
varying with the Ts in inverse proportion, thus with
the increment in the Ts the cost is going to be
decreased because as the dynamicity increases the
time taken by a node to travel between the RP and
DP is going to be increased, decreases the cost
required. It also denotes that the decrement should
be high for the highest dynamicity. Thus as
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11. Conclusion
A security method for distributed ad hoc network.
For the simulated network the enhancement in WEP
approach could be observed to be more effective in
case of using RC4 coding approach as compared to
the conventional encryption approach. The method
of providing encryption with the integration of RC4
with WEP is observed to improve the observed
metrics of quality for wireless network. The
suggested approach shows the consumption of the
resource per node such as power highly decreased
in this approach and hence increases the total node
life time improving the network performance.
In this work, a stochastic model is proposed to
evaluate network security in wide area networks.
This model deals with security evaluation scenarios
at various network conditions. Using node
dynamicity based stochastic model we can
determine the risk level of attack on each host and
we can determine the optimal path of an attack. The
cost factor can help to evaluate security attributes
quantitatively. This proposed approach is only to
analyze the all possible attack paths on a network
having varying conditions. It doesn’t consider the
delay occurs because of that evaluation. Beyond
this it gives an effective analysis on the attacks.
In this work, the problem of key management in
mobile ad hoc networks is addressed. A fully selfmonitored key management system for mobile ad
hoc networks is developed and it is observed that
two users in a mobile ad hoc network can perform
key authentication based only on their local
information, even if security is performed in a self-
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monitored way, it is shown that with a simple local
repository construction algorithm and a small
communication overhead, the system achieves high
performance on a wide range of certificate graphs;
(iv) it is also shown that nodes can have mobility to
facilitate authentication and to detect inconsistent
and false certificates. An important feature of this
scheme is that key authentication is still possible
even when the network is partitioned and nodes can
communicate with only a subset of other nodes. In
this method the involvement of all the nodes are
required only when their key pairs are created and
for issuing and revoking certificates; all other
operations including certificate exchange and
construction of certificate repositories are self
monitored. it is concluded that node with RMP can
sustain the network with efficient data transmission
for 50% of misbehaving node.
This work outlines an approach for the estimation
of secure routing in wireless ad hoc network. The
approach of providing security is obtained by the
development of a probabilistic based estimation
approach, wherein a new estimation approach based
on hybrid sequencing is developed. The developed
approach is compared with the conventional secure
coding approach, where a relative improvement in
the network performance is observed for different
network conditions. The improvement in network
life time, route failure performances are observed to
be controlled in comparison to conventional
approach.
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